Abstract: Plasmono-atomic interaction affecting hyperfine structure of atomic lines can be detected at the end of optical fiber bearing metamaterial nanostructure which paves the way for a new type of ultra-compact fiberized atoms-metamaterial devices.
Plasmono-atomic interaction affecting hyperfine structure of atomic lines can be detected at the end of optical fiber bearing metamaterial nanostructure which paves the way for a new type of ultra-compact fiberized atoms-metamaterial devices. The ability of engineering nanostructures to modify the vacuum and coherence of nearby atoms [1, 2] makes plasmono-atom system ideally suited to function as a controllable quantum system. Integration of atomic-like hybrid systems in fiberized setups [3, 4] is an important milestone in realizing practical application in an integrated network. Here we present the first experimental demonstration of spectroscopy of an atomic vapor with metamaterial on the tip of a fiber. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 . The cesium gas is hybridized with a plasmonic metamaterial on the tip of the fiber. The cesium 6S 1/2 to 6P 3/2 transition at the tip of the multimode fiber is probed using a fiberized Selective Reflection (SR) optical setup. Optical beam from a tunable diode laser is phase modulated at 9MHz and coupled into a fiber with plasmonic metamaterial on its tip and the fiber is inserted inside a hot cesium vapor chamber with density of 5×10 11 numbers/cm 3 . Part of the beam is sent to a saturated absorption frequency reference setup. The reflection from the correct surface is separated with an iris before collection on an amplified photodetector. The signal is then demodulated with a lock-in amplifier. The optical setup is shown in Figure 2a and Figure 2c .
Surface atoms interaction is dominated by the Doppler broadening effect at finite temperature but SR spectroscopy allows the hyperfine levels to be spectrally resolved [5] . We observe complete modifications of all three allowed hyperfine spectra with plasmonic metamaterial on the tip of fiber with respect to a dielectric fiber due to strong coupling between the plasmonic and atomic modes. This is shown in Figure 2b . Fig. 2a . Schematics. Phase modulated optical excitation is coupled into the metamaterial fibre tip that is submerged in the chamber containing cesium vapor. The plasmono-atomic interactions on fiber tip is measured by demodulating reflected beam on the detector. Fig. 2b . Modification of the atomic spectrum of cesium in plasmonic landscape at the fiber tip. The blue curve corresponds to the cesium atomic spectrum in plasmonic landscape whereas the red curve is cesium atomic spectrum on dielectric fiber surface. Strong modification of lineshape is observed between the two curves. Fig. 2c . Photo shows the compact spectroscopy apparatus in the experiment.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated Doppler free atomic spectroscopy coupled with metamaterial on an optical fiber setup. This paves the way for fiber-integrated surface engineering of hybrid atoms-metamaterial devices and investigation of the Casimir-Polder forces on fiberized metasurfaces.
